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1. GENERAL

1.01 This section provides a functional description
of the software required to perform telephone

call charging in the No. 3 Electronic Switching
System (ESS) office equipped with generic issues

through Issue 4 of the SO-2 generic or the 3E3
generic. The areas discussed include:

e Local Automatic Message Accounting

e Centralized Automatic Message Accounting

e Coin Telephone Charging

e Message Rate Registers

e Traffic Service Position (System).

1.02 This section is reissued to incorporate any

changes necessary to make it compatible to
both the 3E3 generic and Issue 4 of the SO-2
generic. Since this is a general revision, change
arrows have not been used.

PURPOSE

1.03 This section describes billing arrangements
provided through Issue 4 of the No. 3 ESS

SO-2 generic or the 3E3 generic. The majorbilling

items provided for Issue 3 of the SO-2 generic
include:

(a) Message Rate Charging



(b) Message Registers

(c) Coin

(d) Centralized Automatic Message Accounting

(CAMA)

(e) Traffic Service Position System (TSPS)

The major billing items provided for Issue 4 of

the SO-2 generic include:

(a) Automatic Message Accounting Recording
Center (AMARC) dedicated loop option

(b) Coin

(c) Automatic Message Accounting (AMA)Statistics

(d) Message Registers

(e) CAMA, TSPS.

Refer to the appropriate issue of the program |

listing (PG-3H907) for additional information.
Figure 1 depicts the interaction of the programs
pertaining to call charging.

REFERENCES

1.04 Information containedin this section will aid
in accessing the software listings which

contain detailed program functions and coded software
instructions for performing call charging. Table A

contains the acronyms, names, and program listing

numbers of each program referenced in this
document.

1.05 Parts 8 and 9 contain a glossary of terms,

abbreviations, and definitions necessary for

comprehension of the information contained in this
document.

1.06 The following documents provide background
and more detailed information on some of —

the operations that are briefly described in this
document.

SECTION TITLE

233-122-100 Automatic Message Accounting

Recording Center Data Link,

Description of Theory and Operation,

No. 3 ESS
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SECTION TITLE

233-122-110 Dial Tone Delay Alarm, Operations,

No. 3 ESS

233-151-105 Call Processing Software Subsystem

-Description, No. 3 ESS

233-151-130 Basic Call Processing Software

Subsystem Description, No. 3 ESS

233-151-135 Custom Calling Software Subsystem
Description, No. 3 ESS

233-151-150 Translations Software Subsystem

Description, No. 3 ESS

233-190-101 Charging Arrangements Feature
Document, No. 3 ESS

233-190-112 Coin First Coin Service Feature

Document, No. 3 ESS

233-190-123 Message Registers Feature

Document, No. 3 ESS

233-190-131 Dial-Tone-First Coin Feature

Document, No. 3 ESS.

2. CALL CHARGING FUNCTIONS

BASIC ARRANGEMENTS

A. Local Automatic Message Accounting (LAMA)

2.01 The LAMA is provided at a local central
office and records associated with charge

calls originated through this office are stored in

an AMAbuffer. Periodically, all billing data is

transmitted, as a block, to a remote AMARC where

the data is assembled and recorded.

B. Centralized Automatic Message Accounting (CAMA)

2.02 The CAMAisa meansof recording telephone
call information for all direct distance dialing

(DDD) calls. The DDD calls are routed to a CAMA

office in another location which performs the
charging. If the No. 3 ESS office cannot identify
the calling number becausethecall requires operator

identification (multiparty lines, special toll billing

lines, etc),a CAMA operator performstheidentification.

Dial “0” calls are routed to an operator position
(8CL board) or to a TSPS operator.
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AUXILIARY ARRANGEMENTS

A. Coin

2.03 Coin telephone charging performs charging

for telephone service provided by a telephone
which accepts coin deposits at some time during a
call.

B. Message Rate Registers

2.04 Message rate charging is performed via
software message registers in the memory

of the No. 3 ESS, and/or hardware messageregisters

on the customer premises. Hardware message

registers are used by the subscriber (eg, a hotel,
motel, hospital, etc) to calculate the call charge
immediately upon disconnect. The software message

registers are used to accumulate the total number

of message units used per charging period.

3. CALL CHARGING TRANSLATIONS

ORIGINATION

3.01 Since both local and toll charge calls are

initiated by line originations, translation
information is required to define the line originating

the call and the appropriate charging information.

3.02 The initial translations are necessary to

translate a scanner identification into line

characteristics. Translation programs and subroutines
use the scan point number (SPN) to locate data in

the translation tables and to retrieve it for use by

the call processing programs.

3.03 Program XSLSPNcontains subroutines which
perform the initial translation processing.

These subroutines form the proper address, using

the master table index (MTI) plus the high seven
bits of the SPN. The resultant address provides

the location of a line subtranslator (Fig. 2). The

address is passed to subroutine LNDATA which

checks certain items in the subtranslator such as

the billing/directory number, type of line (eg, PBX
and multiparty), and whether a line is assigned.

Subroutine LNDATA then loads this information
into a scratch area and notifies subroutine ORGXLA

in program XSLSPN that the proper data is in

the scratch area and ready for processing.

3.04 Subroutine ORGXLA verifies line features

and either loads data into the transient call
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record (TCR) or requests additional translation data.

Subroutine ORGXLAalso performs an item-by-item
check on the type of line (ie, PBX, manual, coin,

etc) and line information and checks for special
features such as call forwarding, speed calling, hot

line, motel, ete. (A detailed description of translations

is available in Section 233-151-150.)

DIALED DIGIT TRANSLATION

3.05 After the line origination and a customer
dial pulse receiver (CDPR) are connected,

the system is ready for digit reception and
interpretation. Program DIGPRO (10-ms Interrupt

Program—Digit Receiving and Sending) receives

dialed digits and DNTRPinterprets and determines
translations for the digits. DNTRP then furnishes
the digits to translation program XSL38DG which
translates the dialed digits into a charge index
and a route index. The charge index is used by

the charge expansion routine (CH-EXP) in program
XSL3DG to develop charge information. The route

index is used by the route index expansion routine
(RI-EXP), also in XSL8DG, to determine routing

and to identify whether the call is intraoffice or
interoffice.

ROUTING OF CHARGE CALLS

3.06 The route index stored in the TCR is used
to index into a route index expansion table

and a 2-word entry is obtained. There are several

different types of 2-word entries which may be
obtained. Each of these types contain different
data. For example, type one for intraoffice calls
contains a route index which is the normalized

office code. Types two through five and seven

for 7- and 10-digit interoffice calls, with or without
overlap outpulsing, contain a possible three digits

which are used to prefix the digits that are sent.
The entry also contains a delete number for the

number of digits to be deleted, if any; a “free”

bit indicating if there is to be charging; the trunk
group number for a trunk to be used; and an
“alternate route index provided” (ARP) bit to

indicate an alternate route when all the members

of the trunk group to be used are busy.

3.07. Dial “0” calls are routed to either a TSPS
or a 38CL operator at another location and

timing and charging are performed by the operator.

“One prefix” calls are routed to a CAMA office

at another location which provides timing and
charging. If, however, the office is equipped with



Issue 4 of the SO-2 generic with the AMARCoption,

the No. 3 ESS performs the timing and charging
of the toll call. Toll calls from multiparty lines (4-

and 8-party lines), which cannot be identified by
automatic numberidentification (ANI) or anyspecial

billing types of calls, are routed to a CAMAoperator

for number identification (ONI).

CHARGE INDEX EXPANSION

3.08 For coin and message rate only, charging
for intraoffice calls is determined from data

in the charge index expansion table. The charge

index obtained from the screening table is used to
index into a l-word entry in the charge index

expansion table. This entry provides the type of

charging and the charging data.

4. CENTRALIZED AUTOMATIC MESSAGE ACCOUNTING

TOLL CHARGING

4.01 Toll call charging is performed via an
associated CAMA office. All issues of the

generic programs for the No. 3 ESS can perform

this function. An outgoing call to a CAMA office
is performed in the same manner as a normal

outgoing call except both the called party number

and the billing number must be outpulsed. The
3-digit translation yields a route index that points

to a CAMAtrunk group and the charge index is
normally one indicating a free call (ie, charging is
not performed in the No. 3 ESS).

TRUNK SELECTION

4.02 The write index expansion information
provides the trunk group to be used. An

outgoing trunk is next selected via the GET_CKT
subroutine in OUTCAL which, in turn, uses the

trunk selection subroutine TRKSEL in the program
EQPSELto provide the address of the trunk group
data block (Fig. 3) for the selected trunk. Should

all circuits be out of service or when there are no
working members in the group, a TTY messageis

printed and the call is failed. Routine AMA_CHK
in OUTCAL tests the TSP_CAMA word in the

trunk data group to see if this is an AMAcall. If
it is, the ANI bit is set in the terminal memory

record (TMR).

4.03 After selecting the trunk, the type of

outpulsing required is determined and the

appropriate type of transmitter [dial pulse or
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multifrequency (MF)] is next selected by the

GET_CKT subroutine in OUTCAL. A path is
reserved from the trunk (called party) to the

transmitter.

CALLED NUMBER OUTPULSING

4.04 Prefixing up to three digits or deletion of
up to seven digits in the digit storage area

of the TCR maybe needed before outpulsing begins.
The route index expansion words are examined
for prefixing and deletion information and the digit
storage area of the TCR is changed accordingly.

In addition, leading 0 or 1 digits for 0+ or 1+
calls may be deleted. The outgoing digit counter
(OUTDIGCT) in the TCR is set to point to the

first digit to be outpulsed.

4.05 After this is accomplished, if MF outpulsing

is used, routine STCODE_GENin program

OUTCAL is used to store the required start code
in the last digit position of the TCR. Thestart

signal is transmitted to indicate to the CAMAoffice

when all digits have been outpulsed.

4.06 The CAMAoffice may require some amount

of time to preparefor the reception of dialing
signals on incoming trunks. Therefore, a start dial
signal is sent from the CAMA office when ready
to accept signals, and digit sending can begin. The

start dial signal, a wink (momentary
on-hook/off-hook/on-hook)signal, is detected during

timed interrupts by the program FASTTK. Program

OUTCALreceives an indication when the winkis
received and the TCR timer is loaded with the
maximum sending time. The BASEPM in the TCR

is changed to the OGTOPE routine in OUTCAL
for the sending time, the peripheral progress mark

(PPM)is set to the sender function, and the digit
pointer (OUTPLSCT)is initialized to the first digit
to be outpulsed. Program DIGPRO performs all

outpulsing functions during the timed interrupt.

(See Section 233-151-145 for digit-sending functions.)

When the outpulsing function is successfully

completed, the OGTOPE routine in OUTCAL is

invoked.

4.07. The subroutine OGTOPEfirst tests for
APARTYabandon. If abandon has occurred,

control reverts directly to the program DISCON.

Subroutine OGTOPE next checks the ANI bit in

the TMR to determine if ANI outpulsing is required.

If this office is equipped with the CAMA option
and not LAMA,all AMA recordingoftoll calls is
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performed by the associated CAMA office. The

ANI outpulsing provides the CAMA office with
the billing number and a single information digit.
If ANI outpulsing is required, the TCR is then set
up similar to outpulsing of the called number.

AUTOMATIC NUMBER IDENTIFICATION OUTPULSING

4.08 The GETBIL subroutine in XSLSPN is used

to obtain the billing number of the calling
party. The trunk is scannedfor the ANI start-pulsing

signal (continuous off-hook). When it is received,

START_ANIOUTPULSINGroutine obtains control
and preparesthe billing numberandthe information
digit, which must be sent prior to the billing
number. The codes are used as follows:

e 0—Automatically identified with service
nonobserved

e 1—Operator identification necessary with
service nonobserved

e 2—Identification failure with service

nonobserved

e 3—Automatically identified with service
observed

e 4—Operator identification necessary with

service observed

e 5—Identification failure with service observed

e 6—Hotel/Motel.

4.09 The next task, which varies depending upon
the type of identification code, is setting

SIGDIG in the TCR to a value which indicates
when outpulsing must stop. If the calling customer

billing number is to be outpulsed (ANI), SIGDIG

must be 9. If only the information digit is sent,
SIGDIG is set to 2. There are other tasks which
must be performed such as initializing the TCR
timer to a 6-second time-out. The BASEPMis set
to OGTAME routine in OUTCAL for return of
control after the outpulsing function is completed.

INFORMATION DIGIT RESPONSES

4.10 The billing number normally is obtained from
the calling party originating translation. The

billing number, when outpulsed, is preceded by

the keypulse (KP) signal and the identification digit
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(ID) and followed by the start (ST) signal. The

ID digit is transmitted to the CAMA office to
indicate information relative to the calling party
identity.

4.11 Normally, where the billing number is
automatically identified, it is outpulsed to

the CAMA office preceded by the KP signal and
information digit 0 or 3 and followed by the ST
signal. The call is made stable within the No. 3
ESS office and CAMAprocessesthe call to completion.
Figure 4 provides a flow diagram of calls to a
CAMA office.

4.12 If the calling party is normally identifiable,
but due to some difficulty with translation

the billing number cannotbe obtained, an information
digit (2 or 5) is outpulsed to the CAMA office.

This digit indicates to the CAMAoffice that (because

of some difficulty at the No. 3 ESS office) the

calling party was not identified. Only the KP
signal, information digit, and the ST signal are

outpulsed to the CAMAoffice. The calling party
is connected to an ONI operator who verbally

obtains the billing information. The call is then
made stable to the CAMA office.

4.13 Ifthe calling party is not normally identifiable

[a multiparty line, a PBX line, or multiline

hunt group (MLHG) without a_bill-to-number],
information digit 1 or 4 is outpulsed to the CAMA
office. This causes the ONI operator to be connected

with the calling party in order to verbally obtain
the billing number. The call is then made stable
to the CAMAoffice. Figure 5 showsthe information

outpulsed to the CAMAoffice.

4.14 The talk path is connected and supervision

applied. The junctor is used for line
supervision anda trunkferrod for trunk supervision.

The call is given a free charge index and the call

is made stable after supervision is invoked for
answer detection. After answer, OGTANSWRis

invoked by TKPROC, which does nothing if the
charge index is free (AMA calls are marked free

in the No. 3 ESS office).

DISCONNECT

4.15 The DISCON program is responsible for
acting on supervision received from a stable

call. Information relating to the call is maintained

in the TMR.



4.16 Program DISCON receives control of the
call because of an on-hook supervisory report

detected by the input monitor. The off-hook reports

are sent to program OUTCAL. Forstable calls,

the input monitor passes a stable TMR address

and the encoded primary supervision to DISCON.
Program DISCON selects and initializes a TCR

and performs early supervisory screening. The

outgoing trunk selection status bits are idled by

DISCONwhich calls IDLECKTin program EQPSEL
(see Section 233-151-105 Call Processing).

5. TRAFFIC SERVICE POSITION (SYSTEM)

5.01 There are special toll calls such as
person-to-person, collect, credit card, and

charge to third party for which the CAMA office
cannot perform the charging. These calls are
automatically routed to a TSPS operator who

performs the charging (Fig. 6). The TSPS also
provides for coin station, message rate reverting,
0 (dial 0), manual line calls, and calls requiring

special toll billing (formerly known as QZ billing).
Additionally, this arrangementaids in the completing

and recording of local and toll dial assistance calls.
Operatorassistance is needed to aid in the completion

of these calls to ensure recording correct charge
data and to supervise coin deposits from coin
stations. This assistance is furnished by operators

under control of the TSPS.

5.02 When a customer goes off-hook to make a

call via TSPS, the origination process begins

just as with any other call. A TCR is selected to

monitor the progress of the call, the SPN of the
calling party is translated in order to identify the

calling party, and the customer-dialed digits are
stored in the TCR. The SPN translation yields

the billing numberassociated with the calling party.

5.03 The dialed digits are translated to obtain
the route index and charge index for the

call. The route index is expanded to provide the
TSPS trunk group number. The charge index will
be set to 01 to indicate that the call is free within

the No. 3 ESS and charging will be performed by
TSPS. Control of the call is passed to program

OPER.

5.04 After the outgoing TSP or TSPS trunk is
selected, the call is prepared for transfer

to OUTCAL. The OPER program zeroes the
alternate route-allowed bit and inhibits the TCR

outpulsing of keypulse-start signals for TSP trunks
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(because TSP cannot handle calls for 14+ noncoin

calls). In addition, OPER passes to OUTCAL the

route index, TCR address, and the trunk group

data block. Then OUTCAL obtains a talk path, a
transmitter, and a transmitter path and prepares

for outpulsing.

5.05 First, the trunk seizure signal (off-hook) is

sent to the TSPS to indicate that a call is

in progress. An off-hook wink is returned from

the TSPS to indicate that it is ready to receive

MF pulses.

5.06 If the start-sending signal is received, the

called number is returned from the TCR

and outpulsed to the TSPS preceded by the KP

signal and followed by the appropriate start code.
The appropriate start code is selected on the basis

of the first digit dialed by the customer and the
type of line originating the call (coin or noncoin).
The start code descriptions are in Table B.

5.07. When the called number information has
been received by the TSPS, an ANTstart

signal (off-hook) is returned to the No. 3 ESS.
Reorder tone is returned to the customer if this

ANIsignal is not received within 2 seconds. Upon
reception of the ANI signal, the billing number

must be retrieved from the TCR (this information

waswritten into the TCR asa partof the originating
translation) and outpulsed to the TSPS. The TCR
also indicates whether or not special toll billing
(QZ) is required.

5.08 The billing numberis then outpulsed preceded

by an information digit (based on the lines

originating translation) and the KP signal and
followed by the appropriate ST code. The
information digit tells the TSPS what type of
handling is required for the call. If information
digit 1, 2, 4, or 5 is present, no billing number is

available; therefore, only the KP, information, and

ST digits are outpulsed. The call is made stable
and the TSPSoperator is responsible for obtaining
the necessary billing information. The TSPS then
controls the call to completion. The called and

billing number outpulsing to the TSPSis performed

in the same manner as for CAMAoutpulsing.

5.09 If the calling party is a hotel or motel line,

the TSPS is responsible for returning the

charging information to the originating hotel so
that the quest may be billed immediately for the

call. For Issue 4 of the SO-2 generic, this is
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information digit 6. For the 3E8 generic, the new
information digit 7 is used for charge-a-call (coinless
pay telephone).

6. LOCAL AUTOMATIC MESSAGE ACCOUNTING

INTRODUCTION

6.01 Offices equipped with Issue 4 of the SO-2
generic program have the option of handling

charge calls via CAMA offices or by LAMA via a
connection from the local central office to an
AMARC where charging records are assembled
and recorded (Fig. 7).

6.02 The LAMAis comprised of three programs
(AMA, ABM, DATADM)and anAMAbuffer

in memory of the No. 3 ESS office. The hardware
considerations are described in Section 233-122-100.

6.03 Billing information for calls originating
through the No. 3 ESS is compiled by the

No. 3 ESS and stored in an AMA buffer to await
transmission to the AMARC. When the AMARC
is ready to receive data from this particular No. 3
ESS office, it polls the No. 3 ESS via a 4-wire
data link. The No. 3 ESS then responds by

retrieving a block of billing information from the
AMAbuffer and transmitting it to the AMARCvia
the same data link. The AMARC receives the
billing information, assembles it, and stores it on
9-track magnetic tape at 1600 bits per inch (bpi).

RECORDABLE CALLS

6.04 Included in the types of billable calls which
may be recorded by LAMAare:

e OUTWATS-—full business day and measured-rate

e local measured-rate (bulk or detail billed)

e station paid (toll)

e directory assistance.

The LAMA is also capable of recording charges
for all local calls in cases where Usage Sensitive

Pricing (USP) is in effect. This includes charges
for calls made using the custom calling features
such as threeway calling, call waiting, and call

forwarding.
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6.05 Call information for nonbillable calls may

also be recorded. Call types in this category

include:

e coin station-prepay and dial-tone-first (DTF)

e INWATScalls originating from within the
No.3 ESS service area

e call forwarding activations and deactivations

e calls made using call forwarding, call waiting,

and threeway calling but charged on a flat
rate basis.

Provisions are also available to provide capability

for recording of call information on all locally
originated calls to be used in studies such as

subscriber line usage, conference trunk usage, and
other traffic studies. Additionally, records may
be maintained for purposes such as complaint
observing andcall tracing.

6.06 During the normal progression of calls, the

call processing programs determine which
calls require AMA recording. The AMA program
assembles the data to be recorded for these AMA-
related calls and prepares it for storage in the
AMA buffer which resides in temporary storage.

The AMA Buffer Management (ABM) program is

responsible for controlling the flow of data into
and out of the buffer. It also provides a timing

check which ensures that any data retrieved from
the buffer for transmission to AMARCis valid
and up-to-date. The Data Administration (DATADM)
program controls the flow of data to and from
the AMARCvia the data link. A simplified block
diagram of the LAMAfunction is shown in Fig. 8.

6.07. During call processing, AMA information is
stored in a 2800-word buffer in temporary

storage. The data is placed in the AMA buffer
by the ABM program as it becomes available.

When the DATADM program recognizes that a
polling command has been received from AMARC,
it calls the ABM program to retrieve the AMA
data to be transferred out of the AMA buffer
(during base level), then DATADM initiates the
transmission sequence. The DATADM interrupt
level program then causes the AMA data to be
transmitted to the AMARC. The AMARCassembles
the triple entries into a single AMA magnetic tape
entry by using the talk junctor number to link

the entries.



CALL PROCESSING

6.08 When a customer originates a call, a TCR

is selected to monitor the program of the

call and the SPN is translated in order to identify

the calling line. The 3-digit translation program

examinesthefirst three digits and furnishes a code
index which, after further translation, leads to a

charge index. The translations are performed in
the same manner as for CAMAtranslations (see

Fig. 9 and paragraphs 3.05 and 3.06). The charge

index, which indicates the need for AMA recording
and identifies the type of call requiring AMA
recording, is stored in the TMR for future use.
The available charge indexes and their descriptions

are listed in Table C.

6.09 The program AMA contains the subroutines
which are used in forming the entries to be

loaded into the AMA buffer. Table D lists the
calling sequences of the AMA subroutines; [XXX]
shows an optional action dependent upon the type

of call. Figure 10 depicts the interaction of the
call processing programs with the AMA subroutines.

A. AMA Buffer Entries

6.10 A triple-entry format is used in the No. 3

ESS to store AMA information in the AMA

buffer. These entries consist of initial, answer,

and disconnect entries which are madeat appropriate

stages in the progress of a call. Various other

entries may be made as required and are discussed
elsewhere in this section.

Initial

6.11 During the call process, the call processing

programs (OUTCAL, TERM, OPER, and

CUSTOM) will execute a subroutine call at the

appropriate stage of the call to the subroutine
AMA_INI in program AMA to. form the initial
entry. Subroutine AMAINI compiles information

from the call processing programs and from
translations to assemble the initial entry. The

information necessary for the initial entry consists
of the AMAcall type (Table E) routing information,
calling and called party telephone numbers, charging

information, and the record time stamp. Figure 11

lists the data layout required for the initial entry.

6.12 Upon receiving control of the call, AMAINI
first determinesif the office has the AMARS

(AMA recording service) by examining the office
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option word. If the office does not have AMARS,

control is returned immediately to the calling
program. Subroutine AMA_INI next determinesif

the call is recordable by calling subroutine RECABL
in AMA. RECABL checks whether the call is

recordable by examining the call charge index,

special study conditions, service observing bit, digit

store of the call, custom calling bit, and other

indicators. The call is then assigned an encoded
call type indication. The numberof initial entries
is also determined for correct recording of the

custom calling function. If the custom calling
function (call forward) is invoked, there are other

initial entries in the call forward chain to be made.
For a detailed description of custom calling, see

Section 233-151-135. The subsequent initial entries
are dependent upon the type of forwarded call,

local or toll. The initial entry formation and

insertion routine (COMMON)in AMAisealled by
AMAINI.

6.13 The GET_BTN subroutine is called to obtain

the telephone number of the BPARTY. If
the call is intraoffice, the digits are in DIGITBUF.

For interoffice calls, the digits are in the DIGSTR
of the TCR. If the call involves a call forward

(CF) chain, subroutine GET_CBTN is used since

the true called party is the APARTY of the last
auxiliary TMR of the CF chain. The other called
parties in the CF chain are the BPARTYsin the

auxiliary TMRs. Subroutine COMMON collects all
the entry information and calls AMA_IN subroutine

in program ABMto insert the entry into the AMA

buffer.

6.14 The AMAPEG_INIT register for traffic

statistics is pegged and a special charge

index (01110) for charge indexes other than coin

and message rate is inserted in the charge index.
This charge indexis an indicator for the AMA_ANS,

AMADIA, AMA_DIT, and AMADIS routines to

take a record. If the initial entry cannot be inserted,
the call will be set to free and the AMAPEGLOST

register is pegged. Control is returned to AMAINI
which passes control to the call processing program.

Answer

6.15 For toll calls, OUTCAL passes control to
subroutine CHRG_TST in program RING.

RING will accept supervision from the junctor
“A” side and will also set the trunk to the
trunk-charge state. Supervision is accepted from

the outgoing trunk and the connect time is obtained.
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The connect time, a 40-ms interval, is taken from

the No. 3 ESS system clock. The connect time is

passed to subroutine AMA_ANSin program AMA
from the call processing program.

6.16 The AMAANS routine first checks for

AMARScapability. If so, it checks for a
charge-index of AMAREC(01110), which AMA_INI
had previously inserted. It also checks for MR
(message rate) or CN (coin). If the charge index
is coin, in order to be recorded, it should be one

of four cases—complaint observing, traffic sampling,
service observing, and subscriber line usage. The
CF chain is checked for more answer records and
the AMAPEGCOMP is pegged for statistical
information. The system time which is passed to
AMA_ANSis the correct connect time. Therefore,

no time adjustment is needed. The contents of
the answerentry includes the answerentry character
(octal 70), the junctor number, and the record

time stamp (Fig. 11). Subroutine AMA_INis called

to load the entry into the AMA buffer and control
is passed to the calling call-processing program.

Disconnect

6.17. When the subscriber goes on-hook, the No. 3
ESS begins the normal disconnect process.

Program DISCONreceives control of a call because
of a supervisory report detected by the input
monitor or for an abandoned call via another
call-processing program. There are three types of
disconnect entries which could be made dependent
upon the type of disconnect (Fig. 11).

e Calling party on-hook

e Called party on-hook, calling party off-hook
(time release disconnect)

e Calling party abandoned disconnect.

6.18 If the calling party goes on-hook, program
DISCONcalls subroutine AMA_DIS in AMA

and the regular disconnect entry is made. The
system time is passed to AMA_DIS from DISCON.
However, due to a scanning delay, the customer

may be overcharged for 100 milliseconds, therefore,

a transaction of millisecondsis justified. Subroutine
AMA_DIScalls subroutine ADCOM in AMAto form

the disconnect entry and to load it into the AMA
buffer. The traffic register is not pegged and
control is returned to DISCON to both hardware

and software idle the associated line and circuit.
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6.19 The next type of disconnect entry generates

a status symbol which indicates the called

party is on-hook, while the calling party is still

off-hook (timed release disconnect). Program

DISCON, upon an indication that the APARTYis
off-hook while the BPARTY is on-hook, will call

subroutine TCRWAITin program TCRSCNto allow
a 10-second delay before disconnecting the call. If
the BPARTY goes off-hook before 10 seconds, the
call is returned to stable; however, if the TCR
times out, DISCON calls AMA_DIT to record the
entry.

6.20 Subroutine AMA_DIT performs the same
task as AMA_DIS, except the entry will

indicate the BPARTY went on-hook first and the
APARTY stays off-hook for the entire 10-second
duration. The system time is not adjusted because

the time being reported is the exact time when
the calling party gets cut off. Control is returned

to DISCON.

6.21 The routine AMA_DIA is called by DISCON
if the APARTY goes on-hook before BPARTY

goes off-hook. The abandon/attempt entry is
generated showing the APARTY abandoned. The
traffic register is not pegged and the timing is not
crucial for charging. Control is returned to
DISCON.

Custom Calling

6.22 There are several charging methodsassociated
with AMARSthat require special records to

be generated for charging and traffic studies. The
AMAprogram contains routines which are used to
record data associated with the custom calling
sequence which apply to charging. Recording for
custom calling (call waiting, call forwarding, and
threeway calls) can be performed by AMARS.

6.23 Call Forwarding: Call forwarding calls
will generate as many records as the number

of call forwarding actions involved in a single

sequence (Fig. 12). This feature is facilitated by

the mechanism of the auxiliary TMRs. Whenever

there is a call made to a customer who had forwarded

his number to another number, an auxiliary TMR

is created showing the forwarding activity. This
TMR is chained to the active TCR or TMRfor
AMArecording. The capability that an auxiliary
TMR can be chained to another auxiliary TMR
provides for repetitive forwarding activities without
creating AMArecording errors.



6.24 Subroutine AMA_CFA in AMAiscalled by

CUSTOMto form thecall forward activation

entry (Fig. 13) and calls AMA_IN in ABM to enter

the entry into the AMA buffer. Similarly, AMA_CFD
is called to form the call forward deactivation

entry. Control is returned to CUSTOM.

6.25 Threeway Calls: Threeway calls will be

charged to the customer whoinitiates the
threeway activity. Since the actual moving into

the conference call stage will not take place until
the subscriber flashes again, the accurate timing

is achieved through the junctor change statement
when the call was physically moved from the

ordinary talk path to the threeway set up (Fig.

14). The same junctor type charge record is used

to record moving out of the threeway call.

6.26 When threeway is compounded with a call

forward chain, the first link will be recorded

as threeway. The subsequent links will be recorded
on call forward status (Table E). The threeway
call status code identifies those threeway calls
which add an interoffice customer (toll). The call

forward toll status identifies the final link when

going into the toll network. Programs CUSTOM
and TREWAY call several AMA routines which
form the custom calling entries stated in the

preceding paragraphs.

6.27. The AMAJCI routine in AMA forms the

entry showing a call progressing into the
threeway (Fig. 13). TREWAY calls this routine,

an entry is made, and control is returned to

TREWAY. This program also calls AMA_JCO
routine to form the junctor change entry leaving

threeway. Figure 15 showsthe network configuration

for threeway calls.

6.28 Call Waiting: Call waiting provides an

arrangement by which a short alerting tone
is applied to a busy station whenever another call

to that station is attempted. Upon hearing this

tone, the customer may flash in order to place

the original call on hold and to establish a connection
with the third party. The call-waiting customer

may then alternate between the remaining two

parties by flashing, The AMArecordingis performed

normally for eachcall. Figure 16 shows the action

taken by’ the customer and by AMARS.
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Statistical Data

6.29 There is a routine in AMA called AMASSM

whichretrieves the statistical data and inserts

the information into the AMA buffer. This entry

(Fig. 13) contains statistical information such as

total line origination in the No. 3 ESSoffice, AMA

traffic count, initial count, and lost revenue count.

This entry is inserted into the AMA buffer and

relays this information to AMARC whenpolled.

OUTWATS

6.30 For OUTWATS calls, the No. 3 ESS

automatically supplies the OUTWATSbilling
number required for AMA recording. This billing
number consists of a 3-digit numerical code and a

A-digit number in the form of 0/1XY-XXXX. The
first digit of the code (0 or 1) indicates whether
the customerhasfull business day (0) or measured-rate

(1) service. The second digit (X) is reserved for

assignment by the operating company. (Usually a
different digit is assigned to each state for

identification purposes.) The third digit (Y)

designates the service area or band subscribed to

by the customer. (Digits 1 through 5 represent

interstate calls and digits 0, 7, 8, and 9 are available

for assignment by the operating companies for

intrastate calls. Digit 6 is reserved for future
interstate application.) The remaining four digits

(XXXX) represent the specific billing number for

the line.

Flat Rate Recording

6.31 Normally only calls which require billing are

forwarded to the AMARC. However, there

are situations where flat rate customers must have

calls recorded by the AMARC(ie, calls that are
being sampled or calls involved in traffie studies).

These calls must have the correct flat rate indication

and any necessary sample or charging information

(such as the FM bit and the information bits A

and B).

B. AMA Buffer Management

6.32. The program ABM performs the insertion

andretrievals of call records from the AMA

buffer. ABM consists of three subroutines:

AMA_IN, AMAOUT, and AMACAN. Subroutine

AMA_IN receives control via a call from any of

the entry-generating routines in the AMA program.

An entry is loaded into the buffer according to
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the buffer pointer. The loading area size of the

buffer is computed and reduced by one. This
ensures that the last byte of the buffer is not

loaded to guard against pointer crossover. If
crossover occurs, the full buffer could be lost.

When the entry is inserted, a traffic register is

pegged and control is returned to the calling

program.

6.33. The subroutine AMAOUTretrieves entries

from the AMA buffer and stores them into
a user-designated private buffer for transmission

to AMARC. The program DATADM calls AMA_OUT
to obtain the records after the No. 3 ESS has
received a polling command from AMARC. The

retrieving of records from the buffer is also
controlled by pointers computed to point to the
next record to be retrieved. After the AMA buffer
is cleared or the private buffer is full, no fractional
entry is allowed in the private buffer, the
AMAPEGBLK counter is pegged, and control is

returned to the calling program:

6.34 Thesubroutine AMACANis called repeatedly

by the DATADMprogram upon the blockage
of both the primary and backup routes. The entries
which have been in the buffer longer than 9 minutes
will be deleted. A cancel message is then inserted

into the AMA buffer only when one or more
records are deleted to notify AMARCof the cancel

condition.

ERRORS

A. Stable Clear

6.35 The No. 3 ESS may experience a stable
clear condition in which the memory records

for all stable calls (TMRs)are lost. If this condition

should occur, all stable calls are terminated and

the stable clear entry (Fig. 13) is written into the

AMA buffer. Upon reception of this message,

AMARC cancels the billing records for all affected
calls.

B. Transient Clear

6.36 The No. 3 ESS may be also experience a

transient clear condition in which the memory

records for all transient calls (TCRs) are lost. If

this occurs, the billing records for all calls which

have not reached the answer state are terminated

and the nonstable clear (NSC) entry (Fig. 13) is

written into the AMA buffer. When AMARC
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receives this message, it marksall calls in progress

with an indication that an NSC has occurred. On
subsequent entries from the No. 3 ESS, if a call
(which was in progress at the time of the NSC)
completes normally,it is billed normally. However,

if the sequence of a call in progress (at the time
of the NSC) is destroyed, the call is billed for the

minimum charge.

AMARC INTERFACE

6.37. Program DATADMisthe interface between
the AMARC and the No. 3 ESS. DATADM,

after a transmit command from AMARC, ealls

program ABM to retrieve the records from the
AMA buffer. Program DATADM also computes
the time stamp and controls the transmission of

the records to AMARC. There are several command

messages transmitted to and from AMARC. Section
233-122-100 contains the detailed information
explaining the commands and responses of the

No. 3 ESS.

COMPLAINT OBSERVING

6.38 Complaint observing is an arrangement by
which detailed billing may be provided, upon

request, for local calls made by measured-rate

customers. The No. 3 ESS offices utilizing LAMA
may provide this service in one of two ways. A

line option may be activated at the No. 3 ESS
which causes the information bit B in the initial
entry to indicate the need for complaint observing
on that particular line. Complaint observing may
also be provided by entering the customer line in
a 400-entry table resident in the AMARC. This
table will be scanned before assembling the No. 3
ESS call records.

7. LOCAL CHARGING

7.01 There are two types of local charging which

can be performed by the No. 3 ESSoffice,

coin and message rate. Also, each of these types

can be either untimed or timed according to the

local office options.

COIN

7.02 The coin-first coin stations are wired to

close a de path between the ring and tip
conductor when the handset is removed from the

switchhook. When the initial deposit is made, a

resistance ground is placed on the tip conductor.



This is detected by the line ferrod which is wired

for ground operation. If the coin station is

dial-tone-first, no coin is needed to receive dial

tone. The scan point number andline translations

(paragraphs 3.02 and 3.03) identify the line by its

originating major class as a coin-first line or dial-

tone-first. A CDPR is connected and dial tone is

returned.

7.03 After the prefix digit and/or first three
digits have been dialed, the 3-digit translation

determines the route index and charge index
information (paragraphs 3.05 and 3.06). Dial “0”,
“0+”, and “1+” calls are routed to a TSPS or

3CL operator who handles further routing and any
charges which may apply.

A. Local Coin

7.04 A local coin call is a call within the coin

subscriber local calling area which can be
either timed or untimed. No time limit on the
call exists when overtime charging is not required.
The charge index in translation indicates whether

timing is required for the call.

7.05 The program TERM checks the called line

for the idle state. If idle, any auxiliary

circuits that may be associated with the called line
are idled. The called-line major class is examined

to check for a free call. If the called line is free
and the calling party is a line or a trunk not

required to charge on calls to free lines, the charge
index is set to free. The calling party is now

tested for coin or message rate. If it is coin line
and terminates to a non-free line, a coin present

test is made. If the coin is not present, the coin

line is set up to a coin announcement. When the

coin is present, the call proceeds as a normalcall.

See Section 233-190-112.

7.06 If the office has LAMA and the coin line is

being traffic-sampled, AMA entries will be
loaded into the AMA buffer.

7.07 When program RING receives control
(BPARTY off-hook supervision is the called

party answer report), RRING must set up the

talking connection. Before changing the network
connection, any circuits and junctors used in the

call have their ignore bits set to preclude any

future supervisory report until all work involving
the network is completed. The ringing circuits

and paths are idled and the talk path is set up.
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Finally, the charge index is examined. If the call

is free, the TMR is set to stable, the TCR is

cleared, and control is returned to the input monitor.

If the call is not free, control of the call is passed

to the local charging program.

7.08 The CHRG_TST routine in program RING

examines the route index for the free or

charge indication. The junctors and trunk circuits

involved are set to allow supervision and the charge

bit is set to indicate the call is to be charged.

The connect time is obtained from the ANSTIME
word in the TCR and a call to AMAANSis made.

If the call is a charge call, a branch is made to
DLY_TIME in program LCLCHG.

Untimed

7.09 The DLY_TIME routine performs charge

timing for coin and message register initial

timing. After a 2-second charge delay timing, the

charge index is loaded and a call is made to CH_EXP

in program XSL3DG. Upon return to LCLCHG,
there are indicators for coin or message-rate type

of charging which providetheinitial charge, length
of initial period, overtime charge, and the length

of the overtime period (Fig. 17). The timing period
and initial time are examined. If this indicates

that overtime charging is not in effect and the

calling party is a coin line, the call is made stable

and no further action is needed until disconnect.

7.10 If message rate, message registers are

pegged appropriately as indicated for the

initial period by the charge index. The call is then
made stable and no further charging action is
taken.

7.11 Upon disconnect, program COIN is invoked

by DISCONafter all paths have been idled.

For all coin lines, a coin collect or return function

is performed on the line. Program COIN first
sets any auxiliary line circuit that may be associated

with the line and the appropriate voltage is applied
to clear any coin from the coin chute to the hopper.
After the preparatory work, COIN selects an idle
coin control circuit and a path from the line to

the select circuit and sets up the network connection
via the PACT macro. It then determines whether

to collect or return the coin. If, when COIN is

invoked,it is known that the coin should be returned,

bit “ABNDN” in the TCR is set to one. If the
bit is set to zero, COIN checks the charge index

for free or charge. Thecoin is collected or returned
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by setting the coin control circuit into the appropriate
collect state.

Overtime

7.12. This type of coin call is processed the same
as untimed coin call until the routine

DLY_TIME in LCLCHGis entered. When overtime

charging is in effect, the time is converted into
seconds and stored in the TMR.

7.13 The overtime timer is obtained and

decrementedby 30 secondsto permit collecting

of the coin 30 seconds before the end of the initial

timing period. The TCR is cleared, the TMR is

set for timing the initial period, and control is
returned to the base level monitor.

7.14 Routine LOCCHG in LCLCHGis the entry
point for OVERTIMEcharging for coin. If

there has been a TMR timer time-out, it is handled

here. The coin is collected for the initial talking
period. After collecting, a delay of 30 seconds will
be given to provide time for the customer to make
an additonal deposit for more talking time.

7.15 The coin is collected by selecting the desired
type of coin circuit connection (CCC). A

connection is established to the line via the no-test

vertical to perform the desired function. In generic
3E3, a normal service circuit to line connection is

used (ie, the no-test vertical is not used). When

making a coin presence test, the CCC is set to

test for the presence of a coin. This takes two
distribute orders to the CCC, a delay of 600 ms,

and then a scan of the CCC to test for the coin.

The result is stored in the coin in hopper (CIH)
bit of the TCR.

7.16 If the coin presence test is successful, the

TMRis set to stable and the TCR is idled.
If the coin was not present, an overtime announcement

is given. If a coin is not present after the
announcementis given and after a 30-second delay,
the connection is dropped and the coin line is set
to the high and wetstate.

7.17. In generic 3E3, a DTF line is returned to

dial tone. A CF line requires a deposit to

receive dial tone.
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B. Toll Coin

7.18 Provisions for completing toll coin calls are

handled by a 3CL or TSPS operator. When
a customer places a toll call from a coin station,

the No. 3 ESS will connect the call to a TSPS
trunk (see paragraph 5.05). The calling and called
number is forwarded to the TSPS. The TSPS
operator handles the charging, monitors the coin
deposits, and then signals the ESS to collect the

deposit. The LCLCHG program is entered at
routines OPERATOR and COINFCTNwhichcollect
or return the coins under the operator instruction.
In generic 3E3, routine COINFCTNis in the COIN

program. If the operator fails to collect the deposit,
it is automatically collected by the ESS after the

customer goes on-hook.

7.19 Person-to-person calls, collect calls,

bill-third-party calls, and credit card calls

are performedin a similar mannerwith the operator

remaining on the call as necessary to supervise

the progress of the call.

C. Fraud

7.20 The DLY_TIME routine in LCLCHG will
check for APARTY being a trunk. If a

trunk, a trunk delay is used to prevent “Black Box
Fraud.” If the called party attempts to circumvent
the charging apparatus by selectively applying
off-hooks followed by on-hooks to the line, the
trunk delay timing will abort the call after the
second sequence. The off-hook interval is 2 seconds.

D. Stuck Coin

7.21 <A stuck coin test is only performed after

disconnect during coin clean up. After the

collect/return action at the coin station, a coin

presence check is made. If a coin is still present,

a second collect/return action is initiated and the

coin present check is made again. If the second

collect/return action was successful, no further

action occurs; but if the coin is still present, a

stuck coin printout is made on the maintenance
TTY,call status information is loaded into the error

analysis buffer (this condition may indicate a bad

coin control circuit), and the line is idled and given

permanent signal treatment.



MESSAGE REGISTERS

7.22 There are two types of message registers,

hardware and software. Hardware message

registers are located on the customer premises

and provide the charge information (in terms of
message units used) to compute the actual charge
of the individual message-rate call. Both hardware
and software registers are optional. The No. 3

ESS contains a software message register which

accumulates message units for the incoming PBX

trunk or the individual line. When LAMA is
provided, software message registers are not

allowed. A line may have a hardware message
register with LAMA.

7.23, When the customer with the messageregister

goes off-hook, the call is handled the same
as any call. After the CDPR is connected to the
customer line and the first three digits are dialed,

the 3-digit translation program examines them and
furnishes an associated code index. The code index

is expanded to furnish a screening table address
and a direct route index.

7.24 The route index expansion is performed to
determinethe type of call, whether intraoffice

or interoffice. If intraoffice, the 4-digit translation

program must be utilized in order to identify the

called line and complete the talk path.

7.25 When the talk path is completed, ringing is

applied to the called line and audible ringing
is returned to the calling line by program RING.

Normally, when the called line answers, the TCR
is released and the TMRisusedto hold information

pertaining to the stable call; however, for charging

calls, a 2-second waiting period must expire to

verify that the called party has actually answered.

Control of the call is passed to LCLCHGforinitial

and overtime charging. Control will then be passed

to routine DLY_TIME in program LCLCHG,the

sameas for coin calls. Subroutine DLY_TIME will

obtain the charging information for the message-rate
call such as the length of the initial period and

overtime period and the number of message units

charged for the initial and overtime periods.

7.26 Thesubroutine MR_CHGin program XSLSPN
is called to check if the line has an associated

hardware message register on the subscriber

premises. If so, MR_CHG returns the number of

message units. The distributor triplet address
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word needed to peg the register is obtained from
the TCR.

A. Untimed

7.27. After the 2-second delay used for charge

calls, the charge table is accessed via the

charge index in the TMR for incrementing the
software and hardware (if applicable) message

registers to reflect the number of message units

to be charged for the initial time period. The
initial time period, in minutes, is retrieved from

the charge table so that timing can begin. If the
initial time period is listed as 0 minutes, the call
is identified as an untimed message-rate call and

no overtime charging or timing is required. At

this point, the call is considered stable and the

TCR is cleared. The timing bit in the TMRis set
to 0, indicating untimed messagerate, and supervision

for on-hook is begun.

B. Timed

7.28 If the initial time in the charge tableis listed
as being between 1 and 7 minutes, the call

is identified as a timed message-rate call. The
call is now considered stable, the timing bit in the
TMR is set to 1 (indicating a timed message-rate

call), timing of the initial period is begun, and the
TCR is released.

7.29 Supervision is maintained during theinitial

timing period. If the call is completed and
on-hook occurs before the period ends, a TCR will

be selected to begin the normal disconnect process.
If the initial time expires and the call remains
stable, a TCR is selected to charge for the overtime
period.

7.30 Progress mark LOCCHG_ in LCLCHG is

entered to perform the overtime charging.

The charge index is retrieved from the TMR and

is expanded to determine the message unit charge

and the length of the overtime period. The hardware
and software messageregisters are then incremented

to reflect the message units charged for the overtime

period. The TMR is set to time the overtime

period, the call is made stable, and the TCR is

released.

7.31 Supervision is continued during the overtime
period to recognize when the call is to be

disconnected. If on-hook occurs before the end of

the overtime period, a TCR will be selected to
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begin the normal disconnectprocess. If the overtime

period expires and on-hook has not yet occurred,
a second overtime period is required.

7.32 The second overtime period is processed
identically to the first, and additional overtime

periods are processed, if necessary, until on-hook
occurs. At that time, the normal disconnect

procedure will be followed.

C. AMARC Considerations

7.33 If the No. 3 ESS office is equipped with

LAMAoption, message register charging is
handleddifferently. After the call has been identified
as a message register charge call, an initial entry
is made into the AMA buffer. The AMAINI
routine checks the charge index via calls to other

associated routines to obtain the message billing
information (MBI) index. The custom calling

indicator bits are also checked to see if this call
is involved in either a call forward chain or a

threeway call. The MBI is converted into two
binary coded decimal (BCD) characters. The status
is changed to local and the BPARTY telephone
number is obtained from DIGSTR if an intraoffice
call. The F_M (flat rate or measured rate) bit to

indicate type of charging is set.

7.34 The answer and disconnect entries will also

be made for the message-rate call by calling

the AMA subroutinevia the call processing programs.
These entries are transmitted to AMARC in the

same manner as the toll call records. There

AMARC will compute the measured rate change.
The handling of the hardware message registers
is the same as described in paragraph 7.26.

8. GLOSSARY

8.01 Terms and definitions used frequently in

this document follow.

APARTY—tThecalling party

BACTION Bit—Bit in TCR whichis set to indicate

base level action is needed

Base Level—Major software loop including all
functions not done during interrupt level

Bit—The binary unit of information which is
represented by one of two possible conditions, such
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as the digits 0.and 1, high potential or low potential,

on or off

BPARTY—tThecalled party

Clear—To restore a storage device to the “Zero”
state

High and Wet—State in which the trunk or line

is monitored for an on-hook only

Hot Line—A line with direct access to a party
for which no dialing must be done

Immediate Start Trunk—A trunk which does
not wait for a signal before beginning to send dial
pulses (usually from a step-by-step office)

Interoffice Call—A call switched between different

central offices

Intraoffice Call—A call from one subscriber

assigned to a central office to another subscriber

within the sameoffice

10-Ms Interrupt—A hardware-initiated interrupt

which interrupts the base level loop every 10 ms
for a period of time necessary to perform frequently
required functions

Junctor—A circuit associated with the switching
network which provides a path for a call through
the network

Line—Anything that connects to a network terminal

that is not classified as a trunk or service circuit;

usually a pair of wires that serves to connect a

customer telephone to a terminal on the network

Macro—A sequence of operations called by an
abbreviated notation

Nonoverlap Outpulsing—The outpulsing of

digits after all digits have been received

Operator Trunk—One of five types of trunks

(TSP, TSPS, toll switching, recording completing,
operator office trunk)

Outpulsing—Generation of pulses to match the

stored digit information and of the proper type to
be used by the distant switching office



Overlap Outpulsing—The outpulsing of digits

as received instead of waiting until all digits have

been received before beginning to outpulse

Program—Aset of instructions assembled as one

unit under a program name

Progress Marks—Areas in TCR which indicate

next software routines to be executed for the call

Sean Point—Ferrod sensor used in seanners for

supervisory purposes

Signal Digit—Area in the TCR to indicate the

location of the digit to be received before base

level is alerted for more base level action

Series Completion—Allows calls to be routed

to any designated directory number within the same

office code if the original number is busy

Set—To make a storage device equal to the “one”

state

Stable Call—A call that has reached the talking
state and no furtheraction is needed until supervision

is received from one of the parties in the call

Subroutine—A sequence of instructions which

performs a well-defined function and is called by

another section of instructions

Word—A set of characters which occupies one

location in storage and is treated by the system

as a unit.

9. ABBREVIATIONS

9.01 Abbreviations used frequently in this document
follow.

AMA—Automatic Message Accounting

AMARC—Automatic Message Accounting Recording

Center

AMARS—AMArecording service

ANI—Automatic number identification

ARP—Alternate route index provided

BCD—Binary coded decimal

BPI—Bits per inch

ISS 2, SECTION 233-151-120

CAMA—Centralized Automatic Message Accounting

CCC—Coin circuit connection

CDPR—Customer dial pulse receiver

CF—Call forward

CIH—Coin in hopper

CN—Coin

DDD—Direct distance dialing

DTF—Dial-tone-first

ESS—Electronic Switching System

ID—Identification digit

KP—Keypulse

LAMA—Local Automatic Message Accounting

MBI—Message billing information

MF—Multifrequency.

MR—Message rate

MTI—Master table index

NSC—Nonstable clear

ONI—Operator number identification

OUTDIGCT—Outgoing digit counter

PPM—Peripheral progress mark

SPN—Sean point number

ST—Start

TCR—Transient call record

TEN—Terminal equipment number

TMR—Terminal memory record

TSPS—Traffic Service Position System

USP—Usage sensitive pricing.
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COIN [COIN CONTROL COIN
CIRCUITS STATIONSDISCON pa[soon| varen Sanhoa 3CALL PROCESSING 1

PROGRAMS :
i

TLTP CUSTOM OUTCAL
RING sagan RING SOFTWARE MESSAGE| ! TTY
DISCON CONSTOR OPER ' | REGISTERS (MAS) [~ >) PRINTOUT
QUTCAL TREWAY LCLCHG
TERM XSLSPN TWVOKED LOCAL COIN AND] ‘
OPER =»-XSL306 QUTCAL MESSAGE RATEaCUSTOMER LOCATION

HARDWARE MESSAGE
INVOKED : REGISTERS

4

1 _{ CAMA
' TRUNKS

co
: >{  TSPS co
: co
f
8
ft| 3 :
8

AMA |

1. AMA RECORD an om 202 FH 202 AMARC ak
GENERATION [*———>) BUFFER [“————®DATA SET T + 1M

2. COLLECT MANAGER CONTROL ADMINISTRATOR A-WIRE co
STATISTICS ay DATA 1SET 1 PRIVATE

, 1 LINE
STATISTICAL ' rt) AMARC

TRAFFIC ' co UP TO 30
PEG COUNTS i co Cs

i

DATA RECORDS 1
1. INITIAL '
2. ANSWER i

’ 3. DISCONNECT i
1

XSLSPN, XSL3DG | BUFFERS t
TRANSLATION AMA BUFFERS 1 BILLING
DATA ( INPUT-OUTPUT) i TAPE(S)

' t

<———__—_ {—_—_—>

NO. 3 ESS EXTERNAL
SOFTWARE
AND CIRCUITS

Fig. 1—Call Charging Arrangements
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INDIVIDUAL

ENTRY — |e SCREENING CLASS
o teres ade

Ei

|| tt fete} | Ld
BILLING/DIRECTORY NUMBER

2-PARTY
ENTRY RING

ORIGINATINGa letles GRIOUNATING —|— |u| SCREENING CLASS
|
a lo|_| LIE Is NORMAL

BILLING/DIRECTORY NUMBER ENTRY

15 14 18 12 11109 8 765 43 2 14~°0

TIP

TABLE NUMBER ENTRY NUMBER
r}atada

11 l; 6 to EXPANSION
ENTRYBILLING/DIRECTORY NUMBER

| | | |              
NOTE:

1. THE TT BIT IS IN THIS LOCATION FOR GENERIC 3E3 AND LATER.
2. THE TT BIT IS IN THIS LOCATION FOR GENERIC SOG-2 AND EARLIER.

Fig. 2—Line Subtranslator—Data Format
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ool DCH T “T MEM | EXIST! LMN |

ot GRPS STATUS_BLOCK_INDEX 4
oe_JEMPORARY_STORE_. 3=_|

02} GRPM MEMBER_LIST_INDEX

og! 4 CKT_CODE I
NUMBER

_-s— oO OT es ToT dL eeeeeTeTae ee aTaeeseam sc cree d)] _—
04 HOLD ' BY_LK } L_T_D} NOLTS} EM | 2.WAY | ' ip | ove } START { MFO | DP_O } TSP_CAMA |
PeeeLd

05] cHG } 1 RTE | ID_XLN i MFI TD_AUX |

ost t EBS911| “TsTop_co! AUD {| — SIGNL |
———ee

07) DeNDSY| DGNTYP| TOTANIDX |
— —|— — ++ — Teoma Tr eee — — ———— TP er TO oe rr— —e_eeeeo —e—— rer eee ss es eae eee ees eee

[is +} 1 $ 1 To w Tom f wo } 9 f e@ } 7 T 6 | 5 t 4 | 3 f 2 f a f o |
LMN LARGEST MEMBER NUMBER LEGEND TD_AUX AUXILIARY INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR INITIAL DIGIT TRANSLATION
EXIST THE GROUP EXISTS MF_1 1 = MF INPULSING EXPECTED FROM FAR OFFICE INCOMING DIGIT
MEM GROUP HAS AT LEAST ONE WORKING MEMBER TD_XLN INCOMING DIGIT TRANSLATION CODE WHICH DIRECTS

THE INITIAL TRANSLATION AS FOLLOWS:
DCH TRAFFIC SCHEDULE 000 = TRUNK IS 1 WAY OUTGOING
STATUS_BLOCK_INDEX (TEMPORARY STORE) 001 = USE 4-DIGIT TRANSLATION ON 1ST FOUR DIGITS RECEIVED
GRPS HIGH 2 BITS OF GROUP NUMBER 010 = IGNORE FIRST DIGIT AND USE 4-DIGIT TRANSLATION ON NEXT
MEMBER_LIST_INDEX FOUR DIGITS
GRPM HIGH 2 BITS OF GROUP NUMBER 011 = USE 1-DIGIT TRANSLATION ON 1ST DIGIT RECEIVED
CKT_CODE NUMBER 100 = USE 3-DIGIT TRANSLATION ON 1ST THREE DIGITS RECEIVED

101 = FORM 4-DIGIT NUMBER FROM MOST SIGNIFICANT (1000s) DIGIT
PROVIDED BY ID_AUX AND 3 RECEIVED DIGITS. THEN USE 4-DIGIT

TSP_CAMA 00 = REGULAR TRUNK GROUP TRANSLATION
01 = CAMA TRUNK GROUP RTE REMOTE TEST EQUIPMENT
10 = TSP TRUNK GROUP O = DEDICATED FACILITIES ARE PROVIDED FOR LOCAL TEST DESK
11 = TSPS TRUNK GROUP 1 = NONDEDICATED FACILITIES ARE PROVIDED. REMOTE TEST EQUIPMENT

DP_o 1 = DIAL PULSE OUTPULSING FACILITIES ARE PROVIDED. AUTOCONNECT PROCEDURES ARE USED.
MF_O 1 = MF OQUTPULSING CHG 1 = CALLS TO GROUP ARE TO BE CHARGED (INCOMING CALLS ONLY)
START 00 = IMMEDIATE START SIGNL 00 = NO SIGNAL

01 = DELAYED DIAL 01 = MF INBAND SIGNALING
10 = WINK START - WAIT 350 MS FOR END OF WINK 10 = MULTIWINK SIGNALING
11 = WINK START - WAIT 1000 MS FOR END OF WINK 11 = MF EXPAND INBAND SIGNALING

ovP 1 = OVERLAP OUTPULSING PERMITTED AUD 1 = RETURN AUDIBLE (OUTGOING TO 23 INTERCEPT SYSTEM)
LLP 1 = LONG LOOP PULSING REQUIRED STOP_GO #1 = INTERRUPTION OF PULSING IS PERMITTED ON OUTGOING TRUNKS
2_WAY 1 = 2-WAY TRUNK EBS911 0 = NOT A 911 TRUNK USE INB FOR FLTBLK OF SIGNALING

0 = 1-WAY TRUNK 1 = SINGLE WINK (PRESENTLY USED ONLY BY 911 SERVICE FOR RING BACK)
E_M 1 = E & M TRUNK TOTANIDX TERMINAL OFFICE TEST ACCESS NUMBER INDEX

0 = LOOP TRUNK OG = AUTO PROGRAM TEST NOT AVAILABLE
NO_TS 1 = NO-TEST TRUNK 1-63 = TEST ACCESS INDEXES
L_T_D 1 = TRUNK FROM OR TO LOCAL TEST DESK DGNTYP O = RUN OFFICE-TO-OFFICE TEST
BY_LK 1 = TRUNK FROM STEP-BY-STEP OFFICE 1 = RUN CONTINUITY TEST
HOLD 00 = REGULAR TRUNK GROUP DGNDSY O = RUN DIAGNOSTICS VIA DAISY CHAIN

01 = JOINT HOLD (RECORDING COMPL. OPERATOR) 1 = DO NOT RUN DIAGNOSTICS VIA DAISY CHAIN
10 SERVICE HOLD [TOLL SWITCH TSP(S), OR NO TEST]
11 CUSTOMER HOLD (NONOPERATOR INTERCEPT TRUNKS)

Fig. 3—Trunk Group Data
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| CALL ORIGINATED
REQUIRING CAMA BILLING

  
3-DIGIT TRANSLATION
YIELDS ROUTE INDEX
POINTING TO TRUNK
GROUP TO CAMA OFFICE

|
AFTER ALL DIGITS
ARE RECEIVED, SELECT
AND SEIZE TRUNK TO CAMA

   

 

   

  
SELECT MF TRANSMITTER
AND OUTPULSE KP SIGNAL
CALLED NUMBER AND
START (ST) SIGNAL    

 \ 
WAIT FOR ANI (OFF-HOOK)
SIGNAL FROM CAMA OFFICE
(2 SECONDS)   

 
  ANI SIGNAL

RECEIVED

 

TIME-OUT
AND RETURN
REORDER TONE
TO CUSTOMER    

 
    

   
  
    

  

  

  
  

   

DOES CALLING
PARTY HAVE
SPECIAL (QZ)
TOLL BILLING

 
  

  

IS CALLING
PARTY NORMALLY
IDENTIFIABLE

YES

   
    

 

IS CALLING
PARTY
IDENTIFIED

  

 

IS CALLING
PARTY SERVICE
OBSERVED

NO

  

  
INFORMATION
DIGIT 0 IS
REQUIRED    

   

   

   
  
  

IS CALLING
PARTY SERVICE
OBSERVED

 

INFORMATION
DIGIT 1 IS

YES
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9
INFORMATION
DIGIT 4 IS

 

 

  REQUIRED
 

 

  REQUIRED 

IS CALLING
PARTY SERVICE
OBSERVED

   
  

   

   

TS CALLING
PARTY SERVICE
OBSERVED

 

INFORMATION
DIGIT 2 IS
REQUIRED

  

  

 

 

INFORMATION
| DIGIT 3 IS
REQUIRED

YES

   
 

|___eyi INFORMATION DIGIT

 

OUTPULSE KP SIGNAL
INFORMATION DIGIT
BILLNG NUMBER
AND START SIGNAL   

  
MAKE CALL
STABLE TO
CAMA OFFICE

LL
   

   

 

  

 

INFORMATION
DIGIT 5 IS
REQUIRED

YES

     
 
 

OUTPULSE KP SIGNAL

AND START SIGNAL    
  

MAKE CALL
STABLE TO
CAMA OFFICE    

  
CALLING PARTY
CONNECTED TO
CAMA ONI
OPERATOR7    
 

OPERATOR VERBALLY
OBTAINS BILLING
NUMBER AND COMPLETES

   CALL

CAMA OFFICE
CONTROLS CALL
TO COMPLETION

 

   

Fig. 4—Flow Diagram for Calls Routed to a CAMA Office
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TRUNK
SEIZURE

OUTPULSE
TO CANA ‘ /7KP/CALLED NO./ST/ * /KP/ID/BILLING NO.*/ST/
OFF-HOOK —------ —

ON-HOOK

FROM CAMA WINK | ANI SIGNALOFF-HOOK —-------

ON-HOOK

ANI - AUTOMATIC NUMBER IDENTIFICATION
ID - INFORMATION DIGIT
KP - KEYPULSE SIGNAL
ST - START CODE

WINK - START SENDING SIGNAL
* — BILLING NUMBER NOT SENT WHEN ID = 1 OR 2

Fig. 5—Information Outpulsed to CAMA Office

INCOMING
TRUNK

TOLL OR
no 3 EssLCUTGOING Tops |_| TANDEM

CUSTOMER
LINES

Fig. 6—Connection Between No. 3 ESS and TSPS
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AMARC
10 PRIMARY

INTERRUPT

1/0 (A BUS)

1/0 BACKUP

INTERRUPT

1/0 (B BUS) 
Fig. 7—No. 3 ESS AMARC Connection
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CALL

ORIGINATION

 

ANSWER
RECOGNITION

  

  

   CALL FORWARDING

ACTIVATED OR

DEACTIVATED

   
     

JUNCTOR CHANGE

OCCURS FOR
A STABLE CALL

      

  

   

AMA BUFFER SPACE

INADEQUATE TO

STORE AN ENTIRE

CALL RECORD

  TRANSMISSION OUTAGE

CAUSES DATA TO

REMAIN IN AMA BUFFER

MORE THAN 9 MIN.

   

   
   

TRANSIENT CLEAR

CONDITION EXISTS

     STABLE CLEAR

CONDITION EXISTS

GENERATE TRACER
STATISTICS (GTS)
COMMAND RECEIVED
FROM AMARC
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AMA RECORDING

REQUIRED

NO

  
CONT I NUE

CALL   

  

  

   

  

 

ves ENTRY, ATTACH
>] RECORD TIME

STAMP, WRITE 

ASSEMBLE INITIAL

 

 

  
  

   

AMA RECORDING

REQUIRED

  

 

   

 

 

ASSEMBLE ANSWER

AMA RECORDING ENTRY, ATTACH
RECORD TIME >REQUIRED
STAMP, WRITE

NO INTO_AMA BUFFER J

CONTINUE
CALL

ASSEMBLE

ATTACH RECORD

 
DISCONNECT ENTRY,

TIME STAMP, WRITE

—

  
  

 

 

 

    
 

 

   
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
  

  

 

  

 

SEND

"NO DATA'

MESSAGE 

 

  

 

 

 

   
 

     

 

    

 

    
 

     

 

  

NO INTO_AMA_ BUFFER

PERFORM
DISCONNECT
ROUTINE

AMA
BUFFER

ASSEMBLE APPROPRIATE (TEMPORARY
CALL FORWARDING Pe STORAGE)

ENTRY AND WRITE >
INTO AMA BUFFER ~ TRANSMIT (T)

COMMAND RECEIVEO
FROM AMARC

ASSEMBLE
JUNCTOR CHANGE «|>
ENTRY AND WRITE
INTO_AMA_ BUFFER

RETRIEVE
ASSEMBLE }- —— — — > DATA BLOCK
CANCEL ENTRY |> FROM BUFFER
AND WRITE INTO
AMA_BUFFER \

ATTACH
SEQUENCE

STORE NUMBER,
DATA END OF BLOCK

BLOCK IN| (£08) BYTES,
CLEAR AMA BUFFER, INTERME- AND CYCLIC
ASSEMBLE NONSTABLE|> DIATE REOUNDANCY
CLEARENTRY,WRITE BUFFER CHECK (CRC)

T BYTES

y V
CLEAR AMA BUFFER,
ASSEMBLE STABLE fo> INTER” sloce TIME
CLEAR ENTRY, WRITE
INTO_AMA BUFFER (ne> —T

|
SEM RETRANSMIT (RT) oTARTAND
ACKNOWLEDGE COMMAND RECEIVED STOP BITS
MESSAGE | FROM_AMARC

| V
NOoarsmessage | RETRIEVE CONTENTS TRANSMIT DATA

MESSAGE | _ OF INTERMEDIATE BLOCK ONE BYTE
(SSM) AND WRITE BUFFER AT A TIME

LINTO AMBUFFER |     

Fig. 8—Function Flow Diagram of LAMA
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LINE OFFICE OPTION

SUBTRANSLATOR WORD

SO AMA AMA = 1 - OFFICE HAS LAMA
ss > co CO - COMPLAINT OBSERVING
ORIG. MAJ. CLASS TS TS - TRAFFIC SAMPLING
SCREENING CLASS SLU SLU - SUBSCRIBER LINE USAGE
 

SPECIAL BILLING TBL
 

   

 
 

TRANSLATOR

OFF-HOOK STORE
DETECTED INCREMENT |

FIRST 3 DIGITS
COLLECTED
IN TCR

3-DIGIT
TRANSLATOR

SCR TBL

DIRECT RI

 

 

 

  

 

BILLING NO.
SBINDX

SO - SERVICE OBSERVING
INDICATOR

SS - SPECIAL STUDIES
INDICATOR

SBINDX - SPECIAL BILLING
INDEX

SCREENING

 

TABLE

Wy CHARGE INDEX

ROUTE INDEX —

   

 

>} WATS BILLING
NUMBER   

PROVIDES THE MESSAGE BILLING INDEX (MBI)
FOR COIN AND MEASURED-RATE CALLS. THE
MBI IS TRANSMITTED TO AMARC TO BE
RECORDED AS PART OF THE INITIAL ENTRY.

ROUTE INDEX
EXPANSION
 

TYPE

   
TYPE 1 = INTRAOFFICE CALL-
4-DIGIT TRANSLATION INITIATED
TO COMPLETE TALK PATH

TYPE 2-7 = INTEROFFICE CALL-
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TO ROUTE CALL TO PROPER
DISTANT OFFICE

Fig. 9—Translation Layout for AMARC
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RECOGNIZE GENERATE THE GENERATE THE GENERATE THE
AN AMA CALL INTIIAL ENTRY ANSWER ENTRY DISCONNECT ENTRY

DISCONNECT

ENTRY

AMA-DIS
AMA-DIT
AMA-BAT

TRAFFIC

 

TERM

GUTCAL

 

TLTPC

        

CUSTOM

  
ABANDON
AMA CALL

AMA-DIA

 
{ orscon

CUSTOM

TLTPC

Fig. 10—AMA Record Functions
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AMA CALL TYPE

INFO
5} EM| sLu| BITS JUNCTOR NO. ANSWER CHARACTER
D B

TRUNK GROUP | MEMBER NO. JUNCTOR NUMBER

( ABBREVIATED
caLtine| NPA CODE N x X RECORD TIME STAMP

NUMBER
(BCD)

[ TH H T U B. ANSWER ENTRY
(

N p A N
DISCONNECT CHARACTER*

CALLED
NUMBER X X TH 4
(BCD) JUNCTOR NUMBER

T U 11 DIGIT 12 DIGIT
L RECORD TIME STAMP

INFO BITS SERVICEA FEATURES MBI TENS MBI UNITS

* DISCONNECT = OCTAL 50

RECORD TIME STAMP DISCONNECT (ABANDON/ATTEMPT)
= OCTAL 134

LEGEND: - DISCONNECT (TIMED RELEASE DISCONNECT)

INFO BITS B - O00 = REGULAR CALL = OCTAL 147
01 = TEST CALL
10 = ONI

SLU - 1

IDDD - 1

FM - 1
0 uw

ou
wm

ot

C. DISCONNECT ENTRY
COMPLAINT OBSERVED

SUBSCRIBER LINE USAGE

IODD, O = DOMESTIC

FLAT RATE (WATS FULL BUSINESS DAY)
MEASURED RATE

CALLING NO. - 1 BCD ABBREVIATED NPA CODE,
7 BCD NXX - TH, H,T,U

CALLED NO. - 12 BCD DIGITS REPRESENTING NPA - NXX - TH, H,T,U

DIGITS 11 AND 12 RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

MBI - MESSAGE BILLING INDEX - 2 BCD DIGITS REPRESENTING
TENS AND UNITS

SERVICE FEATURES -

INFO BITS A - 1010

0001
0010
0011

0100
0101
0110
0111

0001
0011

PREPAY COIN, 0010 = HOTEL/MOTEL
PICTUREPHONE, 0100 = DTF COIN

NOT SERVICE OBSERVED NOR TRAFFIC SAMPLED
SERVICE OBSERVED
TRAFFIC SAMPLED - CHARGE
SERVICE OBSERVED AND TRAFFIC SAMPLED - CHARGE
TRAFFIC SAMPLED - NO CHARGE
SERVICE OBSERVED AND TRAFFIC SAMPLED - NO CHARGE
SERVICE OBSERVED NOT TRAFFIC SAMPLED - NO CHARGE
NOT SERVICE OBSERVED NOT TRAFFIC SAMPLED - NO CHARGE

. INITIAL ENTRY

Fig. 11—AMA Call Records
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CUSTOMER ACTIONS AMA ACTIONS

CUSTOMER ‘A' HAS
CALL FORWARDING

 

 

CUSTOMER 'A' FORWARDS
ALL CALLS TO CUSTOMER
"B'     
 

CALL FORWARDING
woo 2-2-2 --------------- -@| ACTIVATION ENTRY

MADE   
 

CUSTOMER 'C' CALLS
CUSTOMER 'A' AND
CALL IS FORWARDED
TO CUSTOMER 'B'
 

  INITIAL ENTRY MADE FOR
 

 
    
   

C TO A CALL (JUNCTOR X)
| -----+--------------~-- -| CALL FORWARDING INITIAL

ENTRY MADE FOR A TO B
¥ CALL (JUNCTOR A)

CUSTOMER 'B' ANSWERS —_—_——_.
JUNCTOR X

| IS A PSEUDO
JUNCTOR
(480-511) 

 

_ _ _ ANSWER ENTRIES MADE
Se eee FOR JUNCTORS A AND X

  
 
 

GOES ON-HOOK
 

CUSTOMER 'C' (OR 'B') |

  
 

DISCONNECT ENTRIES MADE
FOR JUNCTORS A AND X,
AMARC MAKES CALL RECORD
FOR C TO A CALL AND FOR
A TO B CALL (MARKED AS
CALL FORWARDED)

r
a
n

‘

   
Fig. 12—AMA Operations—Call Forwarding
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CALL FORWARDING
ENTRY (SEE NOTE 1)

~

SSM INDICATION
WenCOE N x, Xo 0 1 1 0 0 1 OD O bg(OCTAL 144)

CALLLING NUMBER I | i too

1H 4 1 u (BCD) ISSUE NO. ISSUE NO. ISSUE NO. ISSUE NO.
THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS UNITSLi} Ls Ly | Jy ii 4,

P p , \ CNT 1 CNT 1 CNT 1 CNT 1
THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS UNITS

"FORWARD-TO"
Xy Xo TH H NUMBER CNT 2 CNT 2 HUNDRED CTEN

(BCD) TENS UNITS THOUSANDS THOUSANDS
CNT 2 CNT 2 CNT 2 CNT 2T U 11th DIGIT 12th DIGIT , THONORED THOLGANDS THOUSANDS HUNDREDS

1 INFO |S j% SERVICE CNT 3 CNT 3 CNT 3 CNT 3
1 Dy FM SLU BI's BTA we BITS A /FEATURES THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS UNITS

L L |
CNT 3 CNT 3

NS. ONETS : HUNDRED TEN
NOTE 1: CALL FORWARDING ACTIVATION = 01011110 (OCTAL 136) THOUSANDS THOUSANDS

CALL FORWARDING DEACTIVATION = 01011111 (OCTAL 137) uct4 cnr4 CNT 4 CNT 4

THOUSANDS THOUSANDS THOUSANDS HUNDREDS
A. CALL FORWARDING ENTRY FORMAT CNT 5 CNT 5 CNT 5 CNT 5

THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS UNITS

CNT 5 CNT 5
CNT 6 CNT 6 HUNDRED TEN
TENS UNITS THOUSANDS THOUSANDS
CNT 6 CNT 6

HUNDRED TEN CNT 6 4 CNT
(ocrat THOUSANDS THOUSANDS THOUSANDS UNDREDS

OF tO oe 8 TRsat) CNT 7 CNT 7 CNT 7 CNT 7
fff gf THOUSANDS HUNDREDS TENS UNITS

XY. JS

CNT 7 CNT 7
ONE BYTE HUNDRED TEN

B. STABLE CLEAR ENTRY FORMAT THOUSANDS THOUSANDS

LEGEND:
CNT 1 - ORIGINATING PEG COUNT
CNT 2 - AMA TRAFFIC COUNT

0110 001 0 (OcTAL O. t 4 G8 GB 1 t GB fe— (OCTAL 146) CNT 3 - NUMBER OF INITIAL ENTRIES MADE
ee es es 142) + — J CNT 4 - NUMBER OF ANSWER ENTRIES MADE

CNT 5 - RECORD COUNT
1{/cfc SPARE OLD JUNCTOR CNT G - BLOCK COUNT

C. NONSTABLE CLEAR ENTRY FORMAT ty jd to CNT 7 - NUMBER OF INITIAL ENTRIES NOT MADE

EACH ISSUE NO. OR CNT BLOCK REPRESENTS
1 SPARE NEW JUNCTOR | BCD DIGIT,

s
i RECORD TIME STAMP F. STATISTICAL AND STATUS MESSAGE (SSM)

0 1 141 0 00 1 14 tg 43) E ENTRY FORMAT
Ltteye yy | RCT = 1 - CONFERENCE TRUNK RELEASE

SCT = 1 - CONFERENCE TRUNK SEIZURE
D. CANCEL MESSAGE ENTRY FORMAT ©

E. JUNCTOR CHANGE ENTRY FORMAT

Fig. 13—Miscellaneous and Statistical Entries
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AMA ACTIONS
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, |
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—ee+>

 

 
CUSTOMER 'A' OR 'C' GOES
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bP—————— >

yp|
|
|
|
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e
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DISCONNECT ENTRY MADE FOR A TO B
CALL - SET RCT BIT IN JUNCTOR
CHANGE ENTRY AND CHANGE JUNCTOR Co
TO JUNCTOR D, AMARC MAKES RECORD
FOR A TO B CALL AND FOR CONFERENCE
TRUNK USAGE FOR A PARTY   

  

 

DISCONNECT ENTRY MADE FOR
A TO C CALL, MARKED FOR
THREEWAY CALLING    

Fig. 14—AMA Operations—Threeway Calling
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NETWORK

é
 

 

 

   
  

ORIG.

TALK

JUNCTOR   
 

 

   

   
ORIGINAL TWO-WAY CALL CONNECTION

NETWORK

 
MODIFIED THREEWAY CONFERENCE CALL CONNECTION

Fig. 15—Conference Call Connection
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CUSTOMER ACTIONS

CUSTOMER 'A' HAS
CALL WAITING

  
CUSTOMER 'A' CALLS
CUSTOMER 'B'

ISS 2, SECTION 233-151-120

AMA ACTIONS

 

 

 
ee»
 

CUSTOMER 'B' ANSWERS

INITIAL ENTRY MADE FOR A
TO B CALL (JUNCTOR A)
 

t
 

 

[------------------|
 

 CUSTOMER 'A' RECEIVES
CALL FROM CUSTOMER 'C'
AND IS ALERTED

 ANSWER ENTRY MADE FOR
JUNCTOR A      

 

bao--------- ------>
 

CUSTOMER 'A' FLASHES TO
TALK TO CUSTOMER 'C'

INITIAL ENTRY MADE FOR C
TO A CALL (JUNCTOR B)
 

:
 

 

:aenaannae   

 
CUSTOMER 'A' ALTERNATES
BETWEEN CUSTOMERS 'B'
AND 'C' BY FLASHING

ANSWER ENTRY MADE FOR
JUNCTOR B   

   
 

[nsnenanecnecene»
  CUSTOMER 'C' GOES ON-HOOK

NO ACTION REQUIRED - BOTH
CALLS IN PROGRESS
    

 

fann-nn-n-nennens»
  CUSTOMERS 'A' AND 'B'
CONTINUE TO TALK

 
DISCONNECT ENTRY MADE FOR
JUNCTOR B - AMARC MAKES
AMA RECORD FOR C TO A CALL     

 :

beaa

!
 

eeee ee NO ACTION REQUIRED - CALL
A TO B IN PROGRESS
 

  
 

 
CUSTOMER 'A’ GOES ON-HOOK

   
DISCONNECT ENTRY MADE FOR
JUNCTOR A - AMARC MAKES
AMA RECORD FOR A TO B CALL   

Fig. 16—AMA Operations—Call Waiting
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CHARGE TABLE INDEX

{ q i 1
CHTyPE| ov_TIn | OV_CHRG | «tm | I_CHRG

| | | |
15 1413 12 1110 9 8 7 6 5 43 2 1 0

 

   

CH_TYPE -- 01 (COIN)
10 (MESSAGE RATE)

OV_TIM -- LENGTH OF OVERTIME PERIOD

OV_CHRG -- OVERTIME CHARGE
I_TIM -- INITIAL TIME

I_CHRG -- INITIAL CHRG

Fig. 17—Charge Index Expansion

TABLE A

PROGRAM REFERENCES

 

 

 

PIDENT PR-NUMBER PROGRAM FUNCTION

AMA PR-3H187 Automatic Message Accounting Program

ABM PR-3H186 AMA Buffer Management Program

COIN PR-3H150 Coin Cleanup Functions

CUSTOM PR-3H152 Custom Calling Program

DATADM PR-3H262 Data Administration Program

DISCON PR-3H154 Disconnect Progress Mark

LCHCHG PR-3H161 Local Charge, Coin and Message Register

OPER PR-3H164 Operator Call Program

OUTCAL PR-3H165 Outgoing Call Program

RING | PR-3H172 Ring and Answer, Completion of Interoffice Calls

TERM PR-3H175 Completion of Incoming and Intraoffice Calls

TLTPC PR-3H317 Nonresident Trunk and Line Test Panel Maintenance
Program    



TABLE B

START CODE DESCRIPTIONS

ISS 2, SECTION 233-151-120

 

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION
START

CODE OPERATOR LINE FIRST DIALED
ASSISTED TYPE DIGIT

ST YES COIN 1, 2-9

ST1P*| YES COIN 0

ST2P NO NONCOIN 1, 2-9

ST3P YES NONCOIN 0     
* Sometimes labeled STP

TABLE C

CHARGE INDEX DESCRIPTIONS

 

CHARGE BINARY

 

 

INDEX EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION

0 00000 Nlegal

1 00001 Free

2 00010 WATSBand 0

3 00011 WATSBand 1

4 00100 WATSBand 2

5 00101 WATSBand 3

6 00110 WATSBand 4

7 00111 WATSBand 5

8 01000 WATSBand 6

9 01001 WATSBand 7

10 01010 WATSBand 8

11 01011 WATSBand 9

12 01100 Usage Sensitive Pricing (USP)

13 01101 Internal Use

14 01110 Internal Use

15 01111 Station Paid (TOLL)

16-31 1XXXX Coin or Measured Rate (Assignable) — The low fourbits (represented  by XXXX)will appear in theinitial entry as the Message Billing Index
(MBI)   
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TABLE D

AMA SUBROUTINE CALLING SEQUENCES

 

 

       

NORMAL ABANDONED TEST CHARGE CALL CALL FORWARD STATISTICAL
CALL CALL CALL INDEX CHECK FORWARD DEACTIVATION DATA

AMA_TRF AMA_TRF AMA_—TST AMA—REA AMA-CFA|AMA_CFD AMA-_SSM

AMA_INI AMA_INI AMA__ANS

[ AMA--BAT]} AMA—DIA AMA_DIS

{[AMA_JCT] {AMA—DIA]

[AMA_JCO]
[AMA_JCN]
AMA_DIS

[AMA_DIT]
 

Note: [XXX] shows an optional action dependent uponthecall progress.
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TABLE E

AMA CALL TYPE DESCRIPTIONS

 

 

  

OCTALCHARACTER DESCRIPTION

105 Station Paid (TOLL)
106 Local (Measured — Rate)
107 OUTWATS
113 Directory Assistance
127 Threeway Call 2nd Link (Local)
130 Call Forwarded (Local)
131 Threeway Call 2nd Link (Station Paid)
132 Call Forwarded (Station Paid)  
 

 


